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Below I give you a few of my stories and experiences with powerful storms.  How many amazing 
earth science experiences have you had?  Test yourself with the Life List Challenge at 
http://earthscienceissues.net/earth_science_challenges 
 

Major Hurricane Alicia 
A hurricane is called a major hurricane when its top sustained wind speeds reach 111 
mph.   
 

 
Hurricane Alicia just before landfall, Aug 18, 1983, Courtesy of NOAA.gov 

 
I was a graduate student working at the Johnson Space Center at the time of Hurricane 
Alicia.  The day began with a steady, easterly wind—steady winds are rare in summer 
on the Texas Gulf Coast.  Bands of clouds curved across the sky, the bands contouring 
the curvature of the storm to our south in the Gulf of Mexico.  
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The storm had been churning weakly in the Gulf for a couple of days, but the low began 
to deepen rapidly in the 24 hours before making landfall, rising quickly from tropical 
storm level, to category 1 Hurricane, then category 2, it's rise in strength somewhat 
unexpected.  Alicia reached category 3 criteria just before making landfall (peak winds 
reached 115 mph).   
 
We battened down the hatches at the Johnson Space Center where I was working at 
the time, covering filing cabinets and research equipment with plastic and tape.  We 
criss-crossed the windows with masking tape to prevent flying glass in case the 
windows broke.  I did the same to the windows in my apartment.  I moved my couch to 
the middle of my living room so that if windows did break there was less chance that I 
would be hit by flying glass. 
 
I called my parents—they wanted me to leave ahead of the storm, but it was already too 
late for several million people to try to evacuate up the one major artery heading north.  
And my apartment was on stilts, so I felt safe from flooding.  And I was a young man, 
and therefore immortal anyway. 
 
Alicia was a small, compact hurricane.  Its small size contributed to higher wind speeds 
than typical for the depth of its central low (the pressure drop happened over a smaller 
distance, making for a steeper pressure gradient and thus higher winds). 
 
Alicia made landfall around midnight.  The wind screamed around my apartment.  I 
could feel the entire building shuddering on its stilts.  I watched the TV broadcast until 
the broadcast tower blew over shortly after landfall.  Then I listened to the radio—trying 
to keep track of the progress of the tornadoes spawned by the storm.  It was a 
particularly slow moving storm, meaning that despite its small size, the hurricane-force 
winds persisted for many hours.  Alicia was a particularly well organized storm with a 
very well defined eye.  The tight, well-organized storm maintained its hurricane structure 
much farther inland than typical for hurricanes.  The eye was still somewhat 
recognizable when it passed over me, about 30 miles inland (The sky did not completely 
clear, but I saw sky through broken clouds and the winds died down before rising again 
a short while later).  
 
Sometime after the winds had started rising again, but were no longer at their peak, 
three or four college-age men went out in the storm to try to peel a big piece of roof 
sheet metal off a red sports car in the parking lot of the apartment complex.  They 
eventually gave up, unsuccessful. 
  
Rainfall in the region ranged from 7 to 11 inches.  Wind gusts reached 125mph.  The 
storm surge from Alicia ranged from 6 to 12 feet along the coast and up Galveston Bay.  
This storm surge reached not only into Galveston bay, but into Clear Lake, the lake that 
NASA Road 1, where I lived, ran along.  After the storm, I had to drive around a sailboat 
swept up onto NASA Road 1 by the storm surge. 
 



At the time, Alicia was the deadliest hurricane to hit Texas in 22 years.  I was without 
power for nearly a week after the storm—which meant no ice and no air conditioning in 
the hot, humid Gulf Coast August. 
 
 

 
Weather map of major hurricane Alicia on Aug 18, 1983 about 6 hours after landfall. My 
apartment was located at the red dot on the map—dead center!  The lowest closed isobar 
shown on the map is 1000mbar, but the lowest pressure reached 964 mbar just before landfall.  
At the time of this map, the sustained winds in Houston (north of me) were still around 80 mph, 
with higher gusts.—weather map courtesy of NOAA Central Library, US Daily Weather Maps 
 
 

Hurricane factoids: 
Three years before Alicia, in August 1980, Hurricane Allen was forecast to make landfall 
near Houston as a category 5 hurricane.  It didn't, but before weakening it did produce 
one of the highest sustained wind speeds ever recorded in a hurricane (190 mph).   
 
A gust (not sustained wind speed) in Hurricane Gustav as it crossed Cuba in 2008 was 
measured at 212 mph. 
 
In 2005, Caribbean hurricane Wilma produced a low pressure of 882mbars, or 12% 
below the average atmospheric pressure.  Remembering that atmospheric pressure is 
14.7 lbs per square inch, and that with a wall diameter of perhaps 3 miles (very small for 



hurricanes), Wilma may have had roughly 3.5x1010 square inches of eye wall, this 
corresponds to 31 million tons of force driving the winds. 
 
Even an average hurricane releases as much energy per second as would be used for 
all the electrical needs of 1000 United States of America (mostly from release of the 
latent heat of condensation). 
  
 

A Severe Blizzard 
People sometimes believe that lots of snow makes a blizzard, but that's not so.  It's the 
wind that makes a blizzard!  The criteria for a blizzard—or a severe blizzard—varies 
with the location.  In the US, a blizzard is often defined as sustained winds of 35 mph or 
above with visibilities falling below one-quarter mile for at least three hours.  One 
definition of a severe blizzard is snow with sustained winds of 45 mph or higher and 
near zero visibilities (air temperature might also be considered). 
 
I experienced a severe blizzard when I was a 6th grader in a small rural school district in 
north central Kansas.   
 
When school started the morning of March 18, 1971, we were in the 'eye' of the low 
pressure.  Although temperate storms don't have an eye like a hurricane, winds can be 
much lower in the center of a low where the pressure gradient is less.  There were a few 
clouds in the sky with brisk southwesterly winds.  By early afternoon, we had warnings 
from the school district about 15 miles to our west that the winds had risen there sharply 
and unexpectedly.  That school tried to send kids home on the buses but the buses 
weren't able to stay on the roads because of the high profile of the bus and the zero 
visibility.  Wind gusts of over 70mph were reported. 
 
My school cancelled classes, and the town kids went home (only 3 of my class of 12 
lived in town).  The rest of us had to wait for parents to arrive.  Some parents couldn't 
reach the school, their vehicles blown off the roads.  My Dad came into town in the 
pickup—the cattle rack still on the back as he'd sold a couple of cattle the day before.  
He picked up one of our neighbors from where she'd been blown into a ditch on the way 
in to pick up her own son.   
 
Two teachers took me out to my Dad's pickup, one teacher on each arm, so I wouldn't 
blow away in the wind.  I remember that all three of us, two big male teachers and me, 
skidded across the playground in the wind, feet sliding across the thin coating of snow, 
even the teachers not able to hold themselves against the wind. 
 
My Dad took me and my brother, our two cousins, and our neighbor and her son, home 
in the pickup.  My brother and I and our cousins got to ride in the back of the pickup with 
the straw from the cattle sale still in the bed of the cattle rack (along with the aromatic 
cattle leavings).  We nestled under a heavy tarp and had a great conversation about the 
storm! 
 



We managed to get everyone home safely.  My brother and I got to move up into the 
cab once we dropped off my cousins and our neighbors.  We helped my Dad spot the 
edge of the road through the snow.  There were times when the entire front end of the 
pickup disappeared because of the blowing snow.  That meant that the visibility was 
less than two feet at times. 
 
Unfortunately, one of my boyhood friends lost his mother in the storm.  Their family was 
on the way home from school and crashed into a semi truck that had stopped on the 
highway due to the low visibility. 
 

 
Conditions in the severe blizzard of March 18, 1971 about 9 hours before the high winds arrived 
at my school in north central Kansas.  The area of my school is shown by the red dot.  At this 
time, severe blizzard conditions already existed in western Nebraska.  Notice that the closed 
isobars are from 996 mbars to 1008 mbars, comparable to the pressure difference of hurricane 
Alicia!-- weather map courtesy of NOAA Central Library, US Daily Weather Maps. 
 

 
Blizzard factoids 
 

In 1972 a blizzard in Iran dropped 26 feet of snow in a week's time, killing 4000 people. 
 
In 1993, a powerful winter storm moved up the east coast of North American, becoming 
a Nor'Easter.  Pressures as low as 960 mbars were recorded, almost unprecedented 
outside of hurricanes.  Wind gusts ranged from 40 to over 120 mph from the central US 



Atlantic coast south to Cuba.  Storm surges in Florida reached 12 feet.  Blizzard 
conditions developed as far south as Alabama and Georgia.  1-3 feet of snow fell from 
northern Alabama into Canada.  This storm gained the title "storm of the century". 
 
Blizzards in Antarctica occur when cold air spills down the slope of ice toward the sea, 
driven by gravity to reach sustained speeds of nearly 100 mph. 
 
 

Tornadoes 
 

 
Tornado in NW Minnesota, Jun 2003.  This little storm didn't even make it into the evening 
news, perhaps an F1—the weakest of tornadoes, which quickly weakened even further into a 
funnel cloud.   
 
Growing up in Kansas, I always saw it as a personal shortcoming that I had never seen a 
tornado.  In central Kansas, the big thunderstorms tended to come through around 11pm or 
midnight, when it was too dark to see tornados.  I wanted to see a tornado and even had 
dreams of seeing them, (much like my dreams of discovering caves filled with wonderful 
crystals).  But on June 6, 2003, when my family was in town running errands and my daughter 
was practicing driving for her driver's license test, I glanced out our east bedroom window and 
there it was, with its hollow core and smooth sides.    I rushed to get my binoculars and returned 
to our bedroom, to confirm it was a tornado.  By the time I got my camera and got outside, the 



funnel had mostly faded.  Then, it began to reform, a smaller funnel extending like a wisp from 
the cloud, dancing in the air, changing moment by moment.  In about 10-15 minutes from when I 
first saw the tornado, the second funnel was also gone. 
 

Tornado Factoids 
 
A tornado in Oklahoma in June 2013 reached a width of 2.6 miles with winds measured at 296 
mph.  It traveled 16.2 miles in 40 minutes. 
 
Another Oklahoma storm in May 1999 had winds clocked at 318 mph. 
 
In June 2004, the pressure in the vortex of a South Dakota tornado was measured at 850 
mbar—deeper than the pressure drop in a hurricane and over a much shorter distance, creating 
a much steeper pressure gradient. 
 
In March 1925 a tornado roared through Missouri, Illinois, and Indiana, covering 219 miles in 3.5 
hours, for an average forward speed of nearly 63 mph.  This tornado killed 695 people. 
 
In April 1974, a storm system spawned 148 separate tornadoes in the eastern US. 
 
Yes, tornadoes happen in places other than the United States, including every continent except 
Antarctica.  Tornadoes are most common in the United States' tornado alley.  But one of the 
most deadly tornados happened in Bangladesh in 1989, killing 1300 people. 
 

Vertical Winds 
Sometimes winds blow up or down instead of sideways!  
 
In 1890, the ship Sea Wing was sunk in Lake Pepin on the border between Minnesota and 
Wisconsin by a sharp downdraft of air called a microburst.  Downdrafts have also threatened 
aircraft.  A Boeing 737 was pushed downwards by 400 feet in 30 seconds near the Denver 
airport in 1989.  Seven minutes after President Reagan landed in Air Force One at the Andrews 
Air Force Base in Maryland in 1983, anemometers recorded a 150 mph microburst! 
 
Updrafts also occur.  In fact, updrafts are an essential element in the formation of hailstones.  
Hailstones gain coatings of liquid water in the lower parts of clouds.  Those coatings freeze 
when the growing hailstone is pushed high up in the cloud by vertical winds.  The hailstone may 
go up and down many times, gaining a new coating of water which freezes at higher elevations.  
Because of this, hailstones are made of concentric layers of ice (unlike sleet which forms by a 
different process in a different kind of cloud).  The hailstone falls when it becomes large enough 
that the vertical winds can no longer push it back up. 
 
This gives us a way to calculate how strong the vertical winds were that formed a particular 
hailstone.  Pea-sized hail requires vertical winds of over 30mph.  The largest hailstone that I 
ever saw fall, a 2.5" to-3" diameter chunk of ice that looked like an icy fireball, required vertical 
winds of over 110mph!  One of the largest hailstones ever seen fell in Vivian South Dakota in 
2010.  It was 8 inches across, nearly as big as a volleyball!  The vertical winds needed to form 
this monster were nearly 227 mph! 
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